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Abstract 

• Natural signals, and body movements are derived from the internal human feelings 

that have developed  in  the  natural  flow  of  life without voluntary interference  

or  educational  system. Among  the  most  significant  body  movements  is  

Crawling  on  the  ground. The  study has dealt with crawling  in relation  to  terms  

in  Ancient  Egyptian  religious  texts. 

• In Pyramid Texts   

*Concepts highlighting crawling varied as crawling indicated snakes crawling 

away from the land of the deceased and their falling. Crawling also referred to 

entering caves and sitting in front of offering table as in the case of the snake " 
!iw ”. The crawler was also described as the “ Evil  Doer ” that  turns his face and 

is punished by the great deity, (maybe “Re”). In addition, spells commanded the 

bull to crawl. It crawled as a result of the wounds in his eye and male organ. The 

enemies of the deceased crawled as a punishment where the deceased warned 

them of falling and crawling as a punishment for them. Moreover, the location 

called " Xr-aHA "was described as a place in the hereafter where the deceased 

crawled.     

• In Coffin Texts:- 

• * New  symbols  appeared  to  denote  crawling  in  the  Hereafter  in  which the 

deceased was invited  to crawl  while  surrounded  with  security  and  protection. 

The  meaning  of  crawling indicated  restoration  of  the  body  and  returning  the  

body  members  as  an  action  or  work with crawling. Monsters  and  snakes  

crawled, like  the  snake "   !iw "   which  the  spells warned against. 

• In the Book of the Dead :- 

• The previous  concepts  that  appeared  in  the Pyramid  Texts  and Coffin Texts 

were repeated, but here “Apopis” or  "  aApp    "  appeared embodied in a great snake 

crawling in the eternal lake which was a place for crawlers. 

• Keywords 

.Crawl,Hiw.Snake.,Apophis,Horus ,Bull. 

• Introduction:-  

• * Natural  signals  and  body  movements  are  derived  from  the  inner  human  

feeling  and are developed  in  the  natural  flow  of  life without  intended  

intervention  or  an educational system that  puts  standards  and  systems  for  
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these  signals  or  body  movements, as  they are signals or body  movements  

derived  from  the  situation. They came by instinct without learning or  mutual 

introduction  between  people  .)1(   

• Signals and movements for respect and honor /reverence 

• *As  mentioned  before  in  the determinant of  the  word   " Ksi " represented by the 

sign   "     "      (2) A16  “ a  leaning  man , so  his  arms  go  downwards  when 

leaning in  front of  the  body  down  to  the  knees. And  in  the  Old Kingdom, the 

king’s servants and the servants  of  the  tomb  owner  appeared  in  the  leaning  

position . Sometimes , the  arms  went  downwards  as  in  the  determinant  of  the  

word      " Ksi   "  and  the  people  who  appeared  were  near  or  relatives  of the 

tomb owner.  

 

* In  the  middle  kingdom  , the  servants  appeared  in  the  honoring  /  reverence  

position , but  rarely were they  depicted  in  the  leaning   position , people  also  

appeared  in  the   old  kingdom  with  both  arms   raised   to  praise " rdi iAw " . They  

were  also  depicted  while  receiving  the  king  through  the  scenes  related  to  

Egyptians  and  foreign  peoples. And  in  the  eleventh  dynasty, the  leaning  position 

appeared  for  the  foreign  peoples . 

* In   the  new  kingdom ,  the 18th  dynasty ,  there  are   pictures  of   bowing  of  the  

foreign  peoples accompanied  by  the  word  "    Qsw  "    in  the  description   )3( (fig.2)   

)4(and  in  the  new kingdom  the scenes  were  limited  to  the  following  positions: 

(A) the  arms  hanging down  straight  with  the  sides  of  the  body  and  the  palms of  

the hands wide  open  and  sometimes one palm closed and the other open and this body 

movement appears in  the  following  cases :- 

(1) The servants  in  the  offering  lines  to  the  tomb  owner  and  in  front  of  their 

chiefs  in the scenes of  the daily life.  

(2) In  the  funerary  procession there  is  respect  and reverence for  deceased and the 

event itself from  the  relatives  of  the  deceased  and  his  servants  and “mww” dancers.     

(3) The  Princes, nobles and  priests  in  presence  of  the  king . 

(4) One  of  the  deities  in  presence of  the  great  deity . 

(B) One  of  the  arms in  the  curved  on  the  chest  and  palm  closed , and sometimes 

open and holding  the  shoulder while  the other is  on  the  lap/thigh. 

(C) Severe curvature )5(    

Research aims: 

* In  spite  of  the  variety  of  sources  that  indicated  that  the  physical signals  of  the  

body, they completely  ignored  the  crawling  position  for  the  Ancient  Egyptian , 

especially  in  the linguistic texts )6( . Thus, the  study has dealt  with  this  topic  that  

was  not  pointed to  before that  is  crawling  in  Ancient  Egyptian  religious  texts.  

* the  form  of  crawling  in   Ancient  Egyptian  religious  texts  a  form  of  revenge ,  as  

the deceased  ordered  the  monster   "   ! iw "  embodied  in  the  crawling  snake. This  

was  after  the twining  of  snakes  around  itself  and   the   exit  of  the  cattles  on  lawn. 

The  text  indicated the  following  in  the  Pyramid  Texts )7( . 
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" Dd  mdw  Sn  naw  in  naw  Sni  bHs   xAb  ibHw  pr  m  Hps  tA  iam  n.k  prt  im.k  !iw  sDr  
sbn  xr  Hm  sDt  m  mw  HfAw  pna  mAA  Tw  Ra  " . 
“ recitation : the snake twines around the other snake and  cattle  with canines  exiting  the 

lawn twine. O earth , swallow what comes out  of  you. O Monster, " !iw ,"   lay  down , 

crawl   )8(  the majesty of  pelicans fall  into  the water. O (snake), turn  around , twine  

through  the  vision  of “Re”.)9(  . 

*The previous  concept was reflected  in  Coffin Text  Spells  where  Crawling formed a  

kind  of safety and  protection  so  that  the  deceased is granted  power  and  the " wAs " 

where  the  text highlights the following  )10( . 

 

 

" xw.k  xr  n sbn  n  ntt  n  ink  is  wAs  sxm  wr  n  imntt  (11) " . 
“You  are  secure, fall  and  crawl  you  are  that  is  for  the  power  mace "  wAs " you  

have  great powers in  the  west  )12( . 

*crawling  appeared  as  a  kind  punishment  in  the  Book of  the  Dead  as the  spell 

pleaded the deity/god “aApp” to  crawl  away. The  following  is  mentioned :- 

 

“ Crawl , a App  Re’s  enemy ”." .sbn  aApp  xfty  n  Ra "   (13) .  

Methodology:- 

*Pyramid Texts:-  

* The  signals  are  numerous  and  various  for  crawling  in  Pyramid  Texts  in  addition  

to  its concepts . Crawling  indicated  snake  crawling  away  from  the  land  of  the  

deceased  to their fall. In  addition , crawling  signified  entering  caves and sitting in  

front  of  the  offerings  table  like  the  snake  "    !iw  "  which  ordered  him  to  crawl  

there  )14( 
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*The  crawler  was  also described  as  the  evil  doer  that  turns  his   face  and  

is  punished  from  the great god (may be Re.  )15( the spells  also ordered the 

bull to crawl. It crawled because of what had wounded  its  male  member, 

maybe  he  means by  the  bull one  of  the forms  of  gods/ deities, probably “ 

Seth” as  some of  spells  signified  the  need  to  its  falling  and crawling.  )16(   

As for the enemies  of  the  deceased  themselves, the  spells  indicated  that  

they will  not  live and they will fall and crawl as a kind of punishment for 

them)17( . Also, there are gods that fall like that god that the Pyramid Text 

spells pointed to its fall due to the harm in his eye  )18(. In addition, the spells 

indicated a kind of wild snakes “%riw "   that turns over and crawls , and they 

warned the deceased of it,  )19( in addition to the snake  "naw " that crawls as a 

kind of threatening and punishment for whoever errs  )20( . Also, the location 

called "Xr- aHA "   was described as the place where the great black god/ deity as 

well as the deceased probably  )21(.   
*Expressions referring to crawling as a kind of punishment and threatening for 

enemies )22 ( 

 

 

 

" Dd  mdw  xr  Dt  prt  m  tA  xr  sDt  prt  m  nww  ixr  sbn " (23) .  
eternal water fall and crawl  )25(. 

* And  in  spell  240  of  the  Pyramid  Texts , the  snake      "  !iw "   is   called  

upon  to  crawl. The text  states  the  following )26( :  

 

 

 

   
 

" nr - iHw  @r  xnd.f  xnd   Hr  sbn  niwt  @r  xm   ny  rx   Hr Hrt  imy  
nAwt.f  sTA.s  ti  imy  TpHt.f   xA.f   t (sic)  @r  xt tA i  imi  hiw  sbn (27) " 
“ The  herd  of  bulls  is  Horus  which / that  treats, the  king  treats (28) (w). 

May the king  crawl in the city of  Horus; the king does  not know what  he 

ignores (i.e. what is not important to know) your face is in the marshland  of  "   

nAwt  " , it pulls that who is in his  cave, his offerings  table  is  Horus’s  that 

penetrates  the ground  and  gives, O monster, " !iw " , crawl (29). 

* The place of crawling in  the  city of  Horus has been determined. The verb  "

   " sbn  "  has been used to indicate the meaning “ crawls  at all times ”. 

*Expressions referring to crawling and doing evil: 

* the  word " sA.ti  " ( state )  has  been  used  to  mean  “ the  crawler ” who  has 

been described as  the  evil  doer  who turns  his  face  behind  the  deceased 

where  the text states the  following  )30(: 
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" Dd  mdw  ir.ti  ir. ti  sA.ti  sA. ti  Hr.k  HA.k  sA  Tw  ry  wr (31)"  
“ Recitation : O Evil  Doer, O  Evil  Doer O  Crawl  crawl with a crawling face 

behind you, beware  of  the  Great (the  Doer of  Great  acts) (32) 

* Expressions referring to Crawling and gods:  

* Spells of  Pyramid Texts  indicated  Horus’s  falling  because of  the  wounds 

in his/its eye (33)Thus, he has to crawl on the ground. The spell states the 

following (34) .  

 

 

"  xr  @r  n  irt.f  sbn  kA  n  Xr. wy .f   ixr  sbn (35) ".  
 
   
“ Horus  falls  due to his eyes, and  the bull crawls due to  his male members, 

may you fall, may you crawl36  ))”. 

The same meaning is in  the events of  spell 386 of  the  Pyramid  Texts  and 

order the snake  living  in  the    "  nAwt   "   jungles  to  crawl  away  where  the  

spell  states  the following  )37(. 

 

 

 

"  inn.k    inn.f  Tw  xr  @r  Hr  irt.f  pAs  stS  Hr  Xrwy.f  Dsr  tp  imy  nAwt  ixr  
sbn (38)  
“ you will keep the king away and he will also keep you away and Horus will 

fall due to his eye and Seth will suffer due to his/ its male member; O Snake 

with a head in the " nAwt " jungles;  may you fall and (may you) crawl (39) . 

*Expressions referring to crawling and living creatures:  

* Some  texts and  spells referred  to  the  bull  fall  and  crawling  away. Here, 

the bull represents a  symbol of  evil. Probably  what  is  meant  is  one of the 

gods like “Seth” or “Ibis” (40). 

The  spell states the  following  in  relating / binding / knotting  it with  the  

snakes  and all  symbols  of  evil )41( . 
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" Dd  mdw  xr  kA  n  sDH  xr  sDH  n  kA  ixr  sbn (42) ".  
“ Recitation: the  bull  falls  to  the  snake "  sDH  " , the “sDH” snake falls  to  

the  bull, fall and crawl (43) 

In  addition, spell 298 states in describing the  bull that  crawls after extracting  

poison from the body and knotting the  four ropes. (44)It states (45) . 

 

 

 

" sSr .f  mtwt.k  m  fdw  ipw  r  rwdw  imy  xt  Tbwt  Wsir  !iw  sDr  kA  sbn (46) " 
.  
“ it  weakens or  sucks your poison by the four ropes “in contrast to “ facing ” 

Osiris’s sandals it is the monster  " !iw  "  and the bull crawls (47)” 

*In addition, spell 314 of the Pyramid Texts states that the high horns bull  )48( 

retreats to  fall after that. It crawls with the desire  to weaken his /its  powers 

and make it/ him weary. The  following  was  stated (49  ) . 

  

 

 

 

" .) 50Dd  mdw  HA.k  ngA  ngA  Dbaw  Akr  tA  m  wpt.f   ixr  sbn ("  

“ Recitation: retreat backwards, bull with high horns. His horns are  Akr’s  
fingers (god of) the  land  and  they are horns. May he / it  fall and  crawl  )51(" 

* Expressions referring to crawling with  prohibited  and  forbidden  acts  

for the Ancient Egyptian:- 

* Some spells indicated the falling of the deceased in his stool and his crawling 

in his urine  which  are prohibited  )52(  that the Ancient Egyptian  had warned 

against, and he used them as  a  kind of threatening here, as  the spell states (53) 

. 

 

 

 

" iHs  Tw  ir  Hr.k  pAx.s  Tw  ir  irty.k  ixr.k  m  Hs.k  sbn.k  m  wsSt.k  ixr  sDr  sbn 
                                                                                  ) ". 54mAA  Tw mwt.k  nwt (  
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  “ It/ she slaps your face, it/she wounds your eyes, you fall in your stool and 

crawl in your  urine. May you  fall, sleep  and crawl  and  your mother “ nwt ” 

is  watching you  )55( ". 
Expressions referring to crawling and dropping the enemies in the 

Hereafter  

*And in  the  events  of  spell  384  of  the  Pyramid  Texts , he  threatens  his 

enemies by  King Tti and the goddess Mafdet the  dweller  of  the  house of life 

and warns him of  falling  and  crawling. The  spelling  states  the following  in  

its  content.  )56( 
 

 

 

 

 

 

" Dd  mdw  Drt  tn  nt   ii.t  ir.k  Drt  TT.t  aAt  Hr  ib. t  ( sic ) Hwt  anx  nDr.s  n 
anx.f  sxy.s  n  Ts  tp.f  ixr  sbn (57) ".  
“ Recitation : This  hand  that  belongs  to “ Tti ” will  come  against . It  is  the  

tied (handcuffed), the great (the description here means goddess Mafdet) in the 

middle of the Life House that catches or holds will not live; who slaps/ hits  )58(  

will not have his head tied. May he fall or crawl .  

*Expressions referring to crawling and snakes in the Hereafter:  

* it was  stated in  the events of spell 389 of  the Pyramid Texts  that the snake 

"%riw     "  crawls  in the  jungle  and  turns  over . The  meaning  is warning  

against  the  snake  and  its crawling to refer to its strength, where it stated the 

following   )59(: 

 

 

 

" mAA  n  anx.f   ixr  kA  Hr  n  Hr.f  n  Ts  tp.f  %riw  sbn  imy  nAwt  pna  Tw 
" . ) 60( 

“ King  Tti watches  and will  not live (after that), and  the  bull  falls  and  its 

face that belongs to Tti is his and his head will  not  be  knotted. The snake " 

%riw " crawls, that which is in  the marshland "nAwt " and turns.(61). 

*In  another spell, the  snake " %iw "  crawls  accompanied  with the snake " naw 

". The spell states the following (62) . 
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. ") 63.. wgwt.k  %iw sDr  naw sbn (…r  Hr.k  i  sA  nX.t (k)  sx  Tw "  

“ King Tti  slaps you  on your face, that who guards  your body fluid  is…… it 

is your jaw (the  jaw that  belongs to you) it  is  the "  %iw "  snake  lays  

stretched  and   " naw "  snake crawls ” )64( . 

*Expressions referring to crawling and places/locations of the Hereafter 

* Spell 550  of  the  Pyramid Texts  states that  there  is  a distinctive  place or 

location which is the place that the deceased crawl in. the following was stated 

 )65(: 

 

 

" Dd  mdw  HA.k  Km - wr  sbn  m  Xr - aHA  m  bw  pw  sbn  n.sn (66) . 

“  Recitation : O  Great  Black  One , crawl  in “  Xr - aHA ” inside  the  place  

they  are crawling in.”(67) 

Coffin Texts: 

New concepts  and  symbolisms appeared  for  the  expressions  referring  to  

crawling where they were related to protection (68), as the deceased was called 

to crawl while he is protected and surrounded by safety69  )) . The  meaning of  

crawling  also  referred  to returning  the  body  members, where  crawling  was  

mentioned  before  restoring  the body  and  returning  it.  )70(  Crawling  also 

referred to the crawling of living organisms and  creatures, like: crawling of  " 

!iw " (71) emobodied  in  the  form  of  the snake. 

*Expressions referring to crawling and the concept of protection in the 

Hereafter     

*spell  847  of the coffin Texts states the concepts that the deceased is granted 

through doing some jobs among which is crawling. It states : )72( .   

 

 

" N  pn  Twt imy  sA  ii  m  HfA  xt  sp 2  Dd  N  pn  rA  r.k  imnw  sw  sDm.k  sw 
).73( 
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“It is you, the one surrounded by protection. And you have come crawling 

through the place -twice- say this spell for yourself and hide him. You hear him 

(74). 

*expressions referring to crawling and body members:  

* Spell 418 of the Coffin Texts pleaded (75) . 

 

" iw.T  sbn.T  iw  iTi  n  N  tn  Dt  N  tn  r.T ( 76 ). 

* You  crawl  and  take  the  body  inside  you (77 ) .    

*Expressions referring to crawling and living creatures:- 

 

 *Reference has appeared to the snake Hiw Just as  the   )78 (  are in the pyramid 

texts ,meaning to keep him away where the text states the following   

 

" @r  tp  tA  !iw  sbn  n  xbxb  tA (79)"  
“O Horus, on the ground/ land,O Monster "!iw " crawl and keep firm on the 

ground . )80(. 

 

The Book of the Dead     

*the previous  concepts in the  P.T. and C.T. were repeated once  more in the 

B.D. The god Aapp (Apopis) appeared. This god was embodied as great snake 

that crawls away from the eternal lake (81). 

* Expressions referring to crawling and the snake “aApp”    

* The spell stated the  following  in  a  reference  to  the  crawling  snake  aApp  

in  its location in  the  eternal lake( (82) . 

 

" sbn  inty  m. (i)  aApp  is  mH.k  r  ^  nwn ".  

“Crawl. Keep away, aApp. Go, drown in the eternal lake, Nwn” 

In addition, the following was mentioned in the spells of  ch. 39 of B.D.:   

 

" sbn  aApp  xfty  n  Ra " . 
“Keep away, aApp, enemy of  Re” (83) 

 

Results:- 

* Some  terms  and verbs  have been used to express the  meaning of  crawling  

in  the Pyramis Texts like the verb “ ”    " sbn " “to crawl” and the verb “
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“  "sA.   " These terms / words  referred  to various meanings and symbols, 

such as: 

(1) a  kind  of  punishment and threat  to  enemies  as  there was warning to the 

snakes and threat  to  them  to  crawl  in  the  Hereafter. 

(2) crawling  of  the  snake "  !iw " for  protection  against  its  danger. 

(3) crawling referred to  evil and described the crawler as the evil doer that one 

should be aware of and who turns his face away from the deceased. 

(4) relation to deities, where Horus fell due to what injured his eye in the events 

of the Osirian myth,and it/he crawled on  the  ground as  the holy snake 

crawled in the Delta jungle.   

(5) relation  to  the  living  creatures , as  the  spells stated  the  bull  crawling  

away. It symbolizes evil that goes away from the deceased. 

(6) to the forbidden where  crawling  was  mentioned  with  the  stool  and 

urine of the deceased . He crawls in them so that the spells warn from this 

forbidden act.  

(7) dropping  the  enemies  as  the  deceased (King Tti) and  goddess  Mafdet  

threaten whoever  plots  against  them  by  crawling .  

(8) to  snake crawling as snakes crawl in  the Hereafter which is their habit. 

This is the snake  "   %riw " and the snake  " %iw     " . 

(9) to  the  locations of  the hereafter where the deceased crawl. 

*The words   " sbn "  and  “      " HfA      " were  used in the  CT to  refer  to  the  

meaning  of crawling referring to: 

(1) the  meaning  of  protection  and  preservation , and  takes  care and  crawls  

to  the hereafter.  

(2)  to  thebody  members where  he  crawls  and  holds  the  body  within  him 

after its member renewal . 

 (3) to  the  snake crawling  such  as  the  monster snake   "  @iw     "  that  crawls  

to warn the deceased of it. 

* Also, the spells of the Book of the Dead the topic of Crawling. The word    "

  " sbn  " to  refer  to  the  following  meanings :  

 (1) the crawling  of the god “aApp” Re’s enemy away from him. 

(2) Mythological locations like the eternal water lake where the crawler “aApp”. 

Discussion: 

* Natural signals  and  body  movements  are  derived from the internal human 

feeling and  that  developed  In  the  natural  pathway of  life  without  

purposeful intervention or  educational  system that  puts  standards  and  

systems for  such  symbols and body movements )84( . Although  the sources)85( 

are various that referred to body movements, they completely disregarded 

crawling for the Ancient Egyptian and the terms referring to  it. The  verb “ sbn 

” was  used  to  refer  to  the meaning “ to  crawl ” and  crawling is  a  symbol  

of  threat  for  enemies  among  which  is  the  monstor  god  "  !iw  " may he/it 

fall and crawl)86(. Crawling was related to evil doing and the crawler  " %A.ti" 

was described as the evil doer who turns  his face behind the deceased  )87(. In 

addition, the  verb  " sbn  "     was  related  to  god  crawling , as  Horus  

crawled  (his eyes were injured on the earth/ in the events of the struggle 
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between Horus and Seth. In addition, the snake crawled in the "nAwt   “jungle 

moving far from the field of the deceased)88( .  Also, the  expresssions  referring  

to  crawling  appeared  as  in  the  verb “ sbn ” in  a relationship to the living 

creatures where the  texts and  spells referred to  the bull fall  )89( and its 

crawling away from the deceased. The verb “ sbn ” appeared as a forbidden and  

illegitimate act for the Ancient Egyptian where the spells referred to the 

deceased falling in his urine, which is  one  of  the  forbidden acts  and his 

crawling in it. Threat and warning in texts were from that verb  )90(.  

* The verb “ sbn ” to  refer  to  the  enemies  falling  in  the  hereafter  where  

King Tti confronted  his  enemies and  ordered  them to  crawl)91( . In  addition 

, crawling “sbn” referred to snakes crawling in the hereafter like snake " %riw " 

  )92( and snake "%iw " (93) crawling . Some  places  in  the  Hereafter appeared, 

like " Xr - aHA " as  a  location  for crawling)94(.   

In CT/ Coffin Texts: 

*the  word"        " HfA    "  appeared  for  the  first  time  to  refer  to 

crawling . Here, crawling came for the first time as a protective act against 

evils in the Hereafter that the deceased does )95(.  

* Crawling appeared in relation to returning the body members where the spells 

stated that the deceased crawls "sbn" and takes the body into himself )96( . Also, 

crawling was related  to monsters and living creatures living where spells 

warned against the monster " !iw "(97 (  that crawls in the hereafter.    

In the Book of the Dead: 

 

word   

 

 

Phonetic 

reference 

 

meaning   

 

period   

 

source   

 

 

sbn     crawl  - 

stumble 

 

Old kingdom PT  226  ( 225 , c  )  . 

PT  233  ( 237 , a  )  . 

Wb,  III  433  ( 7 - 14   ) 

Lesko.DLE.28   

 

 

sA    

 

crawl  –  

protect 

 

old kingdom 

 

Faulkner, Concise Dictionary p. 

207.              

 
HfA     Crawl  Middle 

kingdom 

CT  847  ( VII , 51  )   
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*The verb “sbn” appeared to refer to the crawling of snake Apopis/ Aapp Re’s 

enemy. There also appeared the crawling location in the eternal lake “nwn”)98  .

 

Conclusion:  

*In  spite  of  the  variety of the sources that referred to movements and signals 

related to  the  for the  Ancient Egyptian , they disregarded crawling and 

expressions referring to it for the Ancient Egyptian.  

*In PT:  

*Crawling vb. “ sbn ” “ to  crawl ” appeared  to  refer  to  the  punishment of 

enemies, where they were ordered to crawl far away. 

*Crawling vb. “sbn” also refers to crawling of the monster snake “!iw”. 

Also,the word "sA. ti "    to  refer to  the meaning of crawler who is the evil doer 

in the Hereafter a the spell described him. 

*Crawling referred to deity crawling, such Horus who/ that is wounded in its 

eye, and that  crawled  in the events of the conflict between it/him and Seth. 

*Spells also ordered the snakes like “Dsr” to crawl in the jungle “nAwt” away 

from the deceased. 

*Crawling “sbn” symbolized crawling of living creatures like the bull which 

probably represented or was a symbol of evil here. 

*Crawling vb.  “sbn”  referred  to  dropping  the  enemies in the Hereafter.  

They were ordered  to  crawl  to threaten and  drop  them.  Also, some locations  

in  the  Herefter appeared as a place to crawl, such as   " Xr - aHA     " , the place 

that the deceased crawl in. 

CT 
*  The  word   " HfA  " appeared  for  the  first  time  to  mean “ crawl ” being  related  to 

protection  and  security , where  the  deceased  crawls  to  be  granted  security  and 

protection  against  the  dangers  of  the  Hereafter.  

* Crawling  was  related  to  body  members  where  the  deceased used to crawl while 

taking  the  body  towards  himself  and  embrace  it  inside  him . It  was  also  related 

to living creatures  and  snakes thatused to crawl in the Hereafter like   " !iw ".  

  BD 

* The snake Aapp appeared crawling  away  from  the  deceased  in  the  events  of the 

struggle between him and Re. In addition, the place he is crawling in and its “nwn”.        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

sbn     

 

 

Crawl 

 

 

New kingdom   

 

 

BD, Ch . XXXIX, 139 ( 2) . 

 

 

 

 

 

Sbn 

 

 

     Crawl 

 

 

New kingdom 

 

 

Wb III ( 433  7-8 ) . 
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(Abb1)  

Dominiaus. B., Gesten  and  Gebärden  Abb .7 .   
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